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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.
Step 1
First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome
works best
Step 2
Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a
default page like the one below
Step 3
Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the
appy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by
step
Step 4
Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake
Step 5
Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens
when you change something, learn by doing
Step 6
Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one
Step 7
When you move onto section 2 making the appy bird game then it is a
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything.
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you
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When you rst open up the web page in the browser you get a default
page like this
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Looking at the buttons
Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most.
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are
not sure then leave everything to the default settings.
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Introduction
This introduces you to a type of random element called perlin noise. This is
a smoother and more realistic form of randomness. The is an important
ingredient in coding that goes by the name of Object Orientated
Programming (OOP for short). It makes use of classes which is a powerful
way of coding that many coding languages incorporate. The nal part of
book 3 covers vectors.
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Object Orientated Programming
This part explores Object Orientated Programming (OOP). We are still
using p5.js and using much of what you have learned in the last two parts.
This is another approach to coding that is very powerful and popular. You
will nd most coding languages use Classes and Objects in some form or
other.
It isn’t harder than the previous two parts but you will have to think
through the code to understand the process. There are fewer challenges
for you and the expectation is that you will use these examples in your
own projects. This third part will signi cantly improve your coding skills
and understanding.
My advice is to work through each sketch. Alter, adapt or just play with
the code to get it to do something different. That way you will help to
embed those new skills.
This covers units #13 to #18. It is by no means the end of p5.js learning,
there is still so much more there. Look in the reference section for more
examples. I would also strongly suggest you look at ‘coding train’ on
YouTube. I owe a debt of gratitude to Dan Shiffman who produces the
most entertaining videos on this subject.
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Drawing the humble square

Unit #9 Classes
Introduction
An introduction to classes as well as objects. This is an important topic as
many programming languages use classes. In this unit we will have a break
from circles and use rectangles as cars. This continues to develop the
concept of object orientated programming.
This is where it starts to come together. So be encouraged, if you have
come this far and not lost the will to live you have done well, also this is
the main place we have been heading to.
After this we will build on classes. It will also help to understand Arti cial
Neural Networks and Machine Learning later on (once I have written the
curriculum). Then you will see the true power of coding and the great
bene t of object orientated programming.
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See a brief summary of the general format used in this section (and
others that follow)
class
constructor()
{

}
display()
{

}
move()
{

}

Classes
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Basics 3.9.1 a single car
The simplest sketch to move a car (starting point)
let x = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
rect(x, 100, 50, 30)
x = x + 1
if(x > width)
{
x = 0
}
}
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The car is moving across the canvas

Notes
This car (rectangle) moves across the screen and then resets once it
reaches the edge. There is nothing new here. It sets the scene for what
is come next. Familiarise yourself with this sketch you are going to use
this as the foundation for what is to come.

Challenge
Change its colour, speed or shape
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Basics 3.9.2 function single car
Moving the car using functions
let x = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
display()
move()
}

function display()
{
background(220)
rect(x, 100, 50, 30)
}

function move()
{
x = x + 1
if(x > width)
{
x = 0
}
}

Classes
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Notes
Next we add move() and display() functions for the car.
The draw() function calls those functions. This creates
the same effect as the previous sketch. So far so good,
it should seem familiar.

Challenge
Explore the functions to see what they do and how they
work
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Basics 3.9.3 car as an object
Adding the car as an object
let car = {x: 0}

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
rect(car.x, 100, 50, 30)
car.x = car.x + 1
if(car.x > width)
{
car.x = 0
}
}

Notes
The car is now an object. This should also be familiar
to you as you covered this earlier. ‘x’ is only
variable.

Challenge
Change the name of the object and change its shape
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Basics 3.9.4 alternative car object
A variation of the car object
let car = {x: 0, y: 100}

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
display()
move()
}

function display()
{
rect(car.x, car.y, 50, 30)
}

function move()
{
car.x = car.x + 1
if(car.x > width)
{
car.x = 0
}
}

Classes
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Notes
This is an alternative way of writing the sketch for the
object car.

Challenge
Add the length and width of the car into the object
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Classes - a brief explanation
In the next two sketches, you are going to use Classes. Don’t be put off
with what may seem an unnecessary complication. I have kept it as simple
as possible so that you can get a feel for how to create and use classes.
A class can have many objects. The sketch A14-5 has one class Car and
one object car, whereas sketch A14-6 has one class and two objects. Even
though you only have a template for one car you can produce lots of them.
You initialise the car object in setup() myCar = new Car() You operate the
car object in draw() by using the dot syntax myCar.move() and
myCar.display() The class is de ned class Car. There are three main
functions inside the class. A constructor function is de ned as
constructor(), the display function display() and the move function move().
They are functions in the class and have different... functions!
The names constructor, display and move are ones I have created. You can
given them any name you like but keeping them relevant and meaningful
helps you (and anyone else) remember what they are and what they are
for.
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Basics 3.9.5 class with one car
This is create a car class
let myCar

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
myCar = new Car()
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
myCar.display()
myCar.move()
}

class Car
{
constructor()
{
this.colour = 255
this.x = 0
this.y = 100
this.velocity = 1
}

display()
{
fill(this.colour)
rect(this.x, this.y, 50, 30)
Classes
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}

move()
{
this.x = this.x + this.velocity
if (this.x > width)
{
this.x = 0
}
}
}

Notes
A new object is initialised in setup() with myCar = new
Car(). The display() and move() functions are called
from inside the draw function. The constructor()
function, constructs the car, it holds data about the
car.

Challenge
Try changing the names of
constructor, display and move

Classes
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The structure of a class
A basic structure and key elements for classes
function setup()
new ___

function draw()
___.display()
___.move()

class
constructor()
{

}
display()
{

}
move()
{

}

When you write or see other sketches with classes they may well have
functions other than display or move.
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Basics 3.9.6 class with two cars
This demonstrates the beauty of classes
let myCar1
let myCar2

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
myCar1 = new Car(255, 0, 100, 1.5)
myCar2 = new Car(100, 0, 200, 2)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
myCar1.display()
myCar2.display()
myCar1.move()
myCar2.move()
}

class Car
{
constructor(colour, x_position, y_position, x_velocity)
{
this.c = colour
this.x = x_position
this.y = y_position
this.velocity = x_velocity
}
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display()
{
fill(this.c)
rect(this.x, this.y, 50, 30)
}

move()
{
this.x = this.x + this.velocity
if (this.x > width)
{
this.x = 0
}
}
}

Classes
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One class two cars

Notes
There are two objects myCar1 and myCar2. The arguments go inside the
brackets when the object is constructed, they is one set for the rst car
and another set for the second car. In this sketch the constructor is
de ned by four parameters (colour, x_position, y_position, x_velocity).

Challenge
Make more cars all different colours
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